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The evolutionary history of taxa with limited overseas dispersal abilities is considered to be majorly inﬂuenced
by vicariant events constituting them as model organisms for the interpretation of evolutionary processes. An
excellent candidate are the wall lizards of the genus Podarcis exhibiting an impressive level of genetic and
morphological diversiﬁcation and harboring several cases of recently discovered cryptic diversity. In this study,
we investigated the eﬀect of palaeogeographic events on the wall lizards’ biodiversity patterns in the Aegean
(Greece) as well as the evolutionary processes that acted both in space and time. To accomplish that we studied a
group of three endemic Podarcis species (i.e., P. cretensis, P. levendis, and P. peloponnesiacus) both at the intra and
interspeciﬁc levels employing mitochondrial and nuclear DNA sequence data as well as microsatellites.
Furthermore, presence information coupled with bioclimatic data (i.e., species distribution modeling, and niche
similarity analyses) shed light on the necessary ecological factors for the species’ occurrence. These approaches
revealed yet another case of cryptic diversity for this group of lizards, with the existence of two slightly overlapping lineages within P. peloponnesiacus and highly structured populations within P. cretensis. Species diversiﬁcation occurred during the Pliocene with P. peloponnesiacus divergence into the two lineages dating back to
1.86 Mya. Furthermore, temperature and precipitation related environmental parameters were the most important ones regarding the current distribution of the studied species. Based on the results, we propose a more
detailed phylogeographic scenario where both the paleogeography of the area and several environmental
parameters have shaped the genetic diversity and the current distribution pattern of this species group.

1. Introduction
Lying at the crossroads of three continents (Europe, Asia and
Africa), the Aegean archipelago has served as a biogeographic meeting
point for species of varying origins (Lymberakis and Poulakakis, 2010).
It has attracted the interest of many evolutionary biologists due to its
characterization as a biodiversity hotspot, its complex geological and
climatic history since the late Tertiary and the often exceptionally high
percentage of endemism (Bittkau and Comes, 2005; Lymberakis and
Poulakakis, 2010; Poulakakis et al., 2015). Insular systems are among
the major “manufacturers” of biodiversity, especially when they present
high levels of spatial, temporal and habitat heterogeneity (Drake et al.,
2002). This is due to a combination of factors aﬀecting insular species

and communities, such as increased isolation, relatively small population sizes and increased susceptibility to habitat alteration.
One particularly interesting and diverse group of lacertid lizards in
the Aegean is the genus Podarcis Wagler, 1830, commonly known as
wall lizards. This genus is one of the most widespread reptile groups in
the Mediterranean and comprises 23 currently recognized species (Uetz
et al., 2018), with several cases of cryptic diversity that have led to a
signiﬁcant increase of its species number (seven new species since
2000) (Harris et al., 2002; Kaliontzopoulou et al., 2008, 2011; Lima
et al., 2009; Lymberakis et al., 2008; Pinho et al., 2006, 2007, 2008;
Psonis et al., 2017a; Salvi et al., 2017).
Among the four distinct groups in which the genus has been divided
(i.e., Western island group, southwestern group, Italian group and
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eustatic events that isolated land masses and created barriers for species
with poor overseas dispersal abilities (also see Poulakakis et al. 2015).
The permanent isolation of Crete from Peloponnisos at 5–5.5 Mya, after
the reﬁlling of the Mediterranean Sea at the end of Messinian Salinity
Crisis (MSC) (Krijgsman et al., 1999), has been supported by studies
based on the faunal evolution and the paleogeography of the island
from the Miocene until the Plio-Pleistocene (Dermitzakis, 1990a, b).
Speciﬁcally, during the Miocene, mammalian carnivores were present
on Crete i.e., the island had a typical mainland/balanced fauna [as
deﬁned in Van der Geer et al. (2011)], whereas in the Plio-Pleistocene
its fauna shifted to a distinct type i.e., typical insular/unbalanced fauna
[as deﬁned in (Van der Geer et al., 2011)], which diﬀered signiﬁcantly
from the nearby mainland faunal assemblages (Dermitzakis, 1990b).
This shift in faunal composition highly indicates a barrier between the
two land masses. During the Pliocene, Crete was mostly submerged in
the eastern part and consisted of small paleo-islands in the west. This
continued until the early Pleistocene when Crete began to uprise, taking
its ﬁnal form (Dermitzakis, 1990b). In Quaternary, all present islands
were in 'approximately' the same position as today and Crete remained
isolated. Although in glacial maxima, the sea level was 200 m lower
than today (Beerli et al., 1996), Crete remained isolated from Cyclades
and Peloponnisos, since the Cretan sea is much deeper (Schule, 1993).
Therefore, the isolation of Crete from the mainland at 5–5.5 Mya and
the fact that reptiles have limited sea dispersal abilities, support this
geological event as a reliable calibration point. Additionally, the transition between cold temperate and dry tropical climate as we know
today only began to appear during the late Pliocene, about 3.2 Mya, as
part of a global cooling trend (Blondel et al., 2010), and about 2.8 Mya
today's prevailing climate became established throughout the region.
Since then, the contrast between the alternating hot, dry and cold wet
seasons has intensiﬁed steadily up to the present day.
The aim of this study is to further elucidate the evolutionary history
of an exemplary group of species in southern Balkans (P. cretensis species group), focusing on how the complex geoclimatic events occurring

Balkan Peninsula group) (Harris and Arnold, 1999), the Podarcis species
of the Balkan peninsula are further divided into two subgroups, the
subgroup of P. tauricus and the subgroup of P. erhardii (Poulakakis et al.,
2005b; Psonis et al., 2017b). Previous studies on the P. erhardii subgroup (Poulakakis et al., 2003, 2005b), indicated a paraphyletic relationship of P. erhardii (Bedriaga, 1882) with respect to P. peloponnesiacus (Bibron & Bory, 1833), leading to the description of two new
species (Lymberakis et al., 2008) - P. cretensis (Wettstein, 1952) and P.
levendis Lymberakis, Poulakakis, Kaliontzopoulou, Valakos, & Mylonas,
2008 - which were formerly considered as lineages of P. erhardii. From a
phylogeographic point of view, it has been hypothesized that the ancestor of the P. erhardii species group colonized the Balkan area during
the Miocene and subsequently diverged into the present-day species
during the Messinian salinity crisis (Krijgsman et al., 1999) at the end of
Miocene (Poulakakis et al., 2005a, 2005b) due to a series of vicariant
events. It was suggested that the ancestor of the three focal species of
the present study i.e. P. cretensis, P. peloponesiacus and P. levendis
(hereinafter called “P. cretensis species group”) was once distributed in
the area of Peloponnisos, the island group of Pori and Crete, when these
regions were united into one landmass. A series of vicariant events,
namely the separation of Crete and the island group of Pori from Peloponnisos around 5–5.5 Mya, led to the diversiﬁcation of the three
distinct lineages which correspond to the taxa recognized today as P.
cretensis, P. levendis and P. peloponnesiacus. P. cretensis species group
form a monophyletic group which has not been thoroughly studied. All
three species are endemic to the southern Aegean region: (i) P. cretensis
is distributed in the western part of Crete and its eastern islets while it is
absent from the central and eastern part of mainland Crete, (ii) P. peloponnesiacus is distributed in Peloponnisos, and (iii) P. levendis is found
only on the two islets of Pori and Poreti (hereafter referred to as the
island group of Pori), located between the islands of Kythira and Antikythira (Fig. 1).
The paleogeographic evolution of the southern Aegean region
during the Tertiary is characterized by intense geotectonic, climatic and

Fig. 1. Map showing the localities of the samples used in this study. Diﬀerent species/lineages are represented with diﬀerently colored points while the varying point
sizes are proportional to the number of analyzed samples from each sampling locality. For the sake of clarity, specimens that were in a 1 km radius were grouped
together and represented by a single point.
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Details regarding the sample codes, taxon names, voucher numbers,
sampling locality, reference of the study in which they were previously
used (if any) and GenBank accession numbers are presented in Table
S1.

in the area of southern Balkans have shaped the biodiversity patterns
observed today. A multilateral approach was followed covering diversity from the intra to the interspeciﬁc level employing multiple
nuclear (nuDNA; nuclear DNA sequences and microsatellites) and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) markers. Speciﬁcally, we performed several
phylogenetic reconstructions, divergence time estimation, species delimitation and biogeographic analyses (i.e., reconstruction of the ancestral geographic distribution) as well as population genetic analyses,
which were combined with species distribution modeling and niche
similarity approaches to assess the eﬀect of ecological factors on the
lineages’ current distribution, while niche similarity analyses also provided a measure of niche overlap indicative of similar or diﬀerent
ecological demands.

2.2.2. Alignment, genetic distances, statistical inference of allelic sequence
and model selection
The alignment of the sequences was performed separately for each
locus using the algorithm ClustalW as implemented in MEGA v.6
(Tamura et al., 2013). Alignment gaps were inserted to resolve length
diﬀerences between non-coding sequences (16S rRNA, Pod15b, Pod55).
Cytochrome b, MC1R, RAG1, NKTR and UBN1 sequences were translated into proteins prior to further analysis in order to ensure the absence of stop codons. Sequence divergence (uncorrected p-distances)
was estimated using MEGA.
In the case of the nuclear loci, the algorithm of PHASE v.2.1.1
(Stephens et al., 2001) as it is implemented in DnaSP v.5.10.01 (Librado
and Rozas, 2009) was used prior to alignment in order to statistically
infer the allelic sequences. The program was run using the allele with
the highest probability while haplotypes were considered resolved
whenever the conﬁdence of the phase call was at least 90%.
The nucleotide substitution model selection tests were carried out
separately for the two types of genomes used in this study (mtDNA vs
nuDNA). The mtDNA alignment was partitioned into 4 blocks, including 3 blocks for the 1st, 2nd and 3rd codon positions for the protein-coding locus cyt b and 1 block for 16S rRNA, while the nuDNA
alignment was partitioned into 14 blocks, including 12 blocks for the
1st, 2nd and 3rd codon positions for each of the four protein-coding
genes (MC1R, RAG1, NKTR and UBN1) and 2 blocks for each one of the
remaining loci (Pod15b and Pod55). These initial partition schemes
were loaded in PartitionFinder2 (PF) v.2.1 (Guindon et al., 2010;
Lanfear et al., 2012, 2016) to ﬁnd the best-ﬁt partitioning scheme and
evolutionary models for each downstream analysis according to the
models that can be implemented in each software (RAxML, MrBayes).
The four blocks of the mtDNA alignment and the fourteen blocks of the
nuDNA alignment were considered to have linked branch lengths and
the model selection was based on the Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC), which is substantially more accurate in ﬁnding the true model
than AIC/AICc (Darriba et al., 2012), ignoring the evolutionary models
that contain both gamma distribution and invariable sites (Yang, 2006).
The greedy algorithm was selected to search for the best-ﬁt solutions.
It should be noted that in the chronophylogenetic and the species
delimitation analysis, as well as in the coalescent species tree inference,
the datasets were not partitioned by coding position due to software
parameterization limitations in downstream analyses.

2. Materials and methods
2.1. Specimens & DNA extraction
A total of 283 specimens from the collections of the Natural History
Museum of Crete University of Crete (NHMC; Greece) were included in
the present study (Table S1). Of those specimens, 281 represent the
focal species while the remaining 2 belong to P. erhardii, which served
as an outgroup due to its sister taxa relationship with the P. cretensis
species group (Lymberakis et al., 2008). Total genomic DNA was extracted from 240 specimens using a standard ammonium acetate protocol (Bruford et al., 1998) or DNeasy Blood & Tissue Extraction kit
(Qiagen®, Hilden, Germany), while the remaining 43 extractions were
obtained from previous studies (Lymberakis et al., 2008; Poulakakis
et al., 2003, 2005b).
All samples except the two outgroup samples (i.e., 281 samples)
were genotyped for 17 microsatellite loci and used in population genetic analyses while a representative in terms of geography and diversity number of samples (i.e., subsets of the above mentioned 281
samples) was used in mtDNA (179 samples, outgroups included) and
nuDNA (42 samples, outgroups included) analyses, as indicated in the
relevant sections that follow.
2.2. Phylogenetic reconstruction, divergence time estimation, species
delimitation & biogeographic analysis
2.2.1. Datasets, ampliﬁcation & sequencing
For the phylogenetic reconstruction, the chronophylogenetic analysis and the species delimitation, several diﬀerent datasets were created. Initially, a dataset of 179 specimens (including the two outgroup
specimens) was assembled for which two mitochondrial (mtDNA) gene
fragments [the large subunit of ribosomal RNA (16S rRNA) and the
cytochrome b (cyt b) genes] were ampliﬁed using PCR. A second dataset
was created by choosing 5–8 representatives from each of the major
evolutionary lineages, that were identiﬁed by applying the Poisson Tree
Processes (PTP) model (Zhang et al., 2013) on the phylogenetic tree
produced from the initial mtDNA dataset, along with the two outgroup
specimens (see Section 2.2.5). This subset of 42 specimens was selected
for the ampliﬁcation of six additional nuclear loci (nuDNA) [the melanocortin receptor 1 (MC1R) gene, two anonymous nuDNA markers
(Pod15b and Pod55), the natural killer tumor recognition (NKTR) gene,
the ubinuclein 1 (UBN1) gene and the recombination-activating gene 1
(RAG1)]. Primers used to amplify these loci, as well as PCR conditions
are given in Table S2.
Double stranded sequencing of the PCR product was performed
using the Big-Dye Terminator v.3.1 Cycle Sequencing kit ® on an
ABI3730 automated sequencer following the manufacturer’s protocol
and using the same primers as in PCR. Sequences were edited using
CodonCode Aligner v.3.7.1 (CodonCode Corporation ®) and the
homology to the targeted loci was evaluated with BLAST search in the
NCBI genetic database (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi).
All newly determined sequences have been deposited in GenBank.

2.2.3. Phylogenetic tree estimation on mtDNA, nuDNA and concatenated
loci
Phylogenetic estimation was performed using three diﬀerent datasets: (1) the initial mtDNA dataset containing the 179 specimens, (2)
the nuDNA dataset comprised of the 42 selected specimens and (3) the
concatenated dataset containing both mtDNA and nuDNA sequences of
the 42 selected specimens. Phylogenetic reconstruction was conducted
using two diﬀerent methods; Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian
Inference (BI). The parameters (described below) used for analysing all
three datasets, were the same.
Maximum likelihood analyses were performed using RAxML
v.8.1.21 as implemented in raxmlGUI v.1.5 (Silvestro and Michalak,
2011). The tree with the best likelihood for each dataset was selected
among the 50 ML trees generated on distinct starting trees. Statistical
conﬁdence was assessed based on 1000 thorough bootstraps. High
bootstrap values (close to 100), indicate uniform support by almost all
characters being analyzed of a particular clade/branch.
Bayesian inference analyses were performed in MrBayes v.3.2.6
(Ronquist et al., 2012) conducting four runs and using eight sampling
chains for each run. Each chain ran for 2 × 107 generations sampling
195
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every 103 generations. Several MCMC diagnostics were used to check
for convergence and stationarity [the plot of the generation versus the
log probability of the data (the log likelihood values), the average
standard deviation of split frequencies, the average Potential Scale
Reduction Factor (PSRF) and the minimum value of minimum Estimated Sample Sizes (ESS)]. The ﬁrst 35% (7 × 106) trees were discarded as burn-in, as deﬁned after the inspection of the mcmc traces in
Tracer v.1.6 (Rambaut et al., 2014), as a measure to sample from the
stationary distribution and avoid the possibility of including random,
sub-optimal trees. A 50% majority rule consensus tree was then produced from the posterior distribution of trees and the posterior probabilities were calculated as the percentage of samples recovering any
particular clade. Posterior probabilities ≥ 0.95 indicate statistically
signiﬁcant support (Huelsenbeck and Ronquist, 2001).

were used to change the species tree topology, while rjMCMC was used
to split one species into two or to join two populations into one species
(Yang and Rannala, 2014). The rjMCMC analyses (algorithm 1) were
performed for 1.25 × 106 generations (sampling interval of ﬁve) with a
burn-in period of 2 × 104 samples and each species delimitation model
was assigned equal prior probability. Each analysis was run twice, initiated with diﬀerent starting seeds, to conﬁrm consistency between
runs. The topology of the starting tree for both runs was that of BI
analysis on the combined dataset.
In STACEY, the input ﬁles (xml format) were created using BEAUti.
The nucleotide substitution models were speciﬁed according to the
results of the PF analysis. Regarding other priors, the Phylodynamics:
Birth Death model was selected for speciation and the Uncorrelated
Lognormal or strict clock model for describing the molecular clock, the
“collapse height” parameter was set at 0.001 and each specimen was
considered as potential distinct species. We compared the marginal
likelihood of the models in Tracer based on the Akaike’s information
criterion through Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation (AICM) (S.E.
estimated from 100 bootstrap replicates) (Baele et al., 2012). Under the
AICM, an increase in the number of parameters penalizes more complex
models, and models with lower AICM values are preferred over models
with higher values (Leache et al., 2014). The MCMC analysis was run
for 5 × 108 generations, saving the result every 106 generations and the
ﬁrst 10% were discarded as a burn-in phase after the inspection of the
obtained log ﬁles with Tracer. This was also conducted in order to
verify that the convergence of the analysis had been achieved and that
satisfactory eﬀective sample sizes had been obtained. The analysis and
the display of the results of the species delimitation and its statistical
support were made by SpeciesDelimitationAnalyser (Jones et al., 2015).

2.2.4. Species tree and divergence time estimation
Species tree and divergence time estimations were carried out using
the dataset containing nuDNA and both mtDNA and nuDNA sequences
of the 42 selected specimens using StarBEAST2 package as implemented in BEAST2 v.2.4.7 (Bouckaert et al., 2014). The input ﬁles
(xml format) were created using BEAUti v.2.4.7, also implemented in
BEAST2. The nucleotide substitution models were speciﬁed a priori
according to the results of the PF analysis. As for other priors, the Birth
Death model was selected for speciation, the Constant Population
model for population model and the Uncorrelated Lognormal or strict
clock model for describing the molecular clock. We compared the
marginal likelihood of the models in Tracer based on the Akaike’s information criterion through Markov chain Monte Carlo simulation
(AICM) (S.E. estimated from 100 bootstrap replicates) (Baele et al.,
2012). Under the AICM, an increase in the number of parameters penalizes more complex models, and models with lower AICM values are
preferred over models with higher values (Leache et al., 2014). Regarding the divergence time estimation, the isolation of Crete (P. cretensis) from Peloponnisos (P. peloponnesiacus) at 5–5.5 Mya was used as
a calibration point (Dermitzakis, 1990b), [N(5.3, 0.1)] (for details regarding the choice of the calibration point, see section introduction).
The MCMC analysis was run for 5 × 108 generations, saving the result
every 5 × 103 generations. The ﬁrst 25% of the saved trees were discarded after the inspection of the log ﬁles with Tracer v.1.6 (Rambaut
et al., 2014). The Maximum Clade Credibility (MCC) tree that best represented the posterior distribution was identiﬁed using TreeAnnotator
v.2.4.7 (also included in BEAST2), which subsequently annotated this
selected topology with the mean ages of all the nodes.

2.2.6. Reconstruction of the ancestral geographical distribution of P.
Cretensis species group and closely related species (P. erhardii)
The broad scale geographic range evolution of the P. cretensis species group and closely related species was studied using a combination
of phylogenetic and distributional information. The ancestral area reconstruction method of choice was the LAGRANGE (Ree and Smith,
2008), known also as Dispersal-Extinction-Cladogenesis analysis (DEC)
as implemented in RASP v.3.2 (Yu et al., 2015). The phylogenetic tree
used was the one produced from the BI analysis of the combined dataset
(see Section 3.1). We considered species/populations to be distributed
within 5 broad areas: (i) the island group of Pori where P. levendis is
distributed (area A), (ii) Peloponnisos, corresponding to the distribution
of P. peloponnesiacus (area B), (iii) western part of mainland Crete (west
of the city of Rethymno) where the mainland populations of P. cretensis
are distributed (area C), (iv) satellite islets of eastern Crete including all
the corresponding P. cretensis specimens (area D) and ﬁnally (v) Cyclades corresponding to P. erhardii (area E, the two specimens of P.
erhradii from Astakida isl. acting as a proxy). Additionally, based on the
major paleogeographic events of the area, diﬀerent dispersal constraints were deﬁned for two time slices corresponding to the pre- and
post-isolation time of Crete, where in each time slice connectivity between the designated areas is considered constant. Based on the divergence time estimations (see Section 3.1) in conjunction with the
paleogeography of the area (see Section 1) the two time slices were
deﬁned as follows: 0–5.07 Mya and 5.07–5.23 Mya.

2.2.5. Identiﬁcation of major evolutionary lineages and species delimitation
The evaluation of the putative species’ boundaries was performed
using two diﬀerent Bayesian approaches: Bayesian Phylogenetics and
Phylogeography - BPP v.3.3 (Yang, 2015) and Species Tree And Classiﬁcation Estimation, Yarely - STACEY v.1.2.2 (Jones, 2016) implemented in BEAST2. For both analyses, a dataset containing only the
six nuDNA markers was used, since nuclear and mitochondrial loci have
very diﬀerent characteristics, including diﬀerent mutation rates and
eﬀective population sizes, while the latter by being inherited as a single
unit, thus have a single evolutionary history. Species were determined
in both cases, based on the model with the number of species that had
the highest posterior probability.
In BPP analyses the fourteen clades and subclades of P. cretensis
group, revealed in the phylogenetic analyses, were considered as potential distinct species. Joint species delimitation and species-tree estimation i.e., unguided species delimitation (analysis A11) was performed, using informative priors for the ancestral population size (θ)
and root age (τ0) that are roughly equal to the average diﬀerentiation
observed between the major evolutionary lineages. Both priors were
assigned a gamma G(α, β) distribution with αθ = 50, βθ = 2000 and
ατ0 = 34 and βτ0 = 1000 respectively. The nearest neighbour interchange (NNI) and subtree pruning and regrafting (SPR) algorithms

2.3. Population genetics
2.3.1. Microsatellite ampliﬁcation & genotyping
Seventeen microsatellite primer pairs previously isolated from lacertid lizards were tested on a total of 281 individuals of the P. cretensis
species group, including 202 specimens of P. cretensis, 52 of P. peloponnesiacus and 27 of P. levendis. Information concerning PCR primers
and conditions are listed in Table S3.
Single PCR products were mixed with an internal size standard
(GeneScan 500 LIZ, Applied Biosystems) and the ampliﬁed allele sizes
196
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implemented in the software MaxΕnt v.3.4.1 (Phillips et al., 2018).
MaxEnt is a general-purpose machine learning method (Phillips et al.,
2006) that uses presence-only occurrence data and is consistently
competitive with the highest performing methods (Wisz et al., 2008). It
was selected among others as it has been shown to outperform other
established methods, among both presence only and absence-presence
models and techniques, especially in the cases of small sample size
(Elith et al., 2006; Hernandez et al., 2006; Peterson et al., 2011; Phillips
et al., 2006; Phillips and Dudik, 2008).
Environmental data, at 1*1 km spatial resolution, from the CHELSA
database were used (Bobrowski and Schickhoﬀ, 2017; Karger et al.,
2017). The bioclimatic variables annual mean temperature (BIO1),
mean diurnal range (BIO2), isothermality (BIO3), temperature seasonality (BIO4), minimum temperature of coldest month (BIO6), temperature annual range (BIO7), precipitation of driest month (BIO14)
and precipitation of the coldest quarter (BIO19) were used for all species and lineages. The subset of variables used was selected by: (a)
choosing those that are more ecologically relevant based on expert’s
opinion, (b) the percent contribution, the permutation importance and
the jackknife results in initial runs and (c) removing those variables that
were highly correlated under the Pearson’s r rank and retaining those
with values ≤0.8. A list of all the available bioclimatic variables out of
which the selection was made is given in Table S5.
MaxΕnt was run with 10.000 background points, beta multiplier of
2 in order to reduce model overﬁtting (Radosavljevic and Anderson,
2014), autofeatures and by selecting at random 70% of the presence
records as training data and 30% as test data for each species. Model
output was set at cloclog format. Bootstrapping was selected as replicated run type. The ﬁnal model for each species was the mean of 10
diﬀerent replicative models with the exception of P. levendis (2 replicates due to the low number of presence points). Occurrence thinner
was applied in order to have one presence point per pixel (1 km radius)
(Table S4). The importance and eﬀects of each bioclimatic variable
were evaluated exploring percent contribution, permutation importance and jackknife tests generated by MaxEnt. Model results were
tested with Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) plots, on which
the curves present true-positive rate against false-positive rate (Phillips
et al., 2004), while the Area Under the Curve (AUC) was used as a
measure of the overall ﬁt of the model. It is calculated by plotting
model sensitivity (fraction of true presences against total presences)
against 1-speciﬁcity (fraction of true absences against total absences)
for all available probability thresholds (Manel et al., 2001). The term
sensitivity refers to presences that are predicted as presences, while
speciﬁcity refers to the absences that are predicted as absences. AUC
values > 0.7 correspond to good model performance (Araujo and
Guisan, 2006).

were visualized on an automated sequencer, type ABI3730 (Applied
Biosystems). Genotyping was conducted with the program STRand
v.2.4.109 (Toonen and Hughes, 2001, http://www.vgl.ucdavis.edu/
STRand) and the microsatellite allele binning was conducted using the
program FlexiBin v.2 (Amos et al., 2007).
2.3.2. Statistical analyses
Deviations from Hardy Weinberg Εquilibrium (HWE) were tested
using Genepop Web (Raymond and Rousset, 1995; Rousset, 2008) and
measures of genetic diversity in the form of FST and heterozygosity were
calculated using the GENETIX v.4.05 software (Belkhir et al., 2001).
Patterns of population structure were investigated using a model
based Bayesian clustering approach implemented in STRUCTURE v.2.3
(Pritchard et al., 2000). The program assigns individuals on the basis of
their genotypes and provides the proportion of each specimen’s genome
that originated from each inferred cluster (Q: membership coeﬃcient).
The MCMC parameters included 106 replicates, with a burn-in length of
3.5 × 105 and the use of the admixture model along with correlated
allele frequencies. Ten replicates were performed for each value of K
that ranged from 1 to 15. The number of clusters of individuals was
detected employing the ΔK Evanno method (Evanno et al., 2005) as
implemented in STRUCTURE HARVESTER (Earl and von Holdt, 2012).
Following that, a second level of hierarchical structuring was carried
out for each of the inferred clusters of the ﬁrst level of analysis, using
only individuals which were assigned to each cluster with high membership coeﬃcient values (Q ≥ 90%). Cases of label switching and
multimodality problems were dealt with using the software CLUMPP
(Jakobsson and Rosenberg, 2007), which assists in aligning the output
from multiple cluster analyses of the same dataset.
In an additional attempt to investigate the relationships among
groups that does not require the assumption of HWE to be met, a nonmodel based assignment was also employed, that of Discriminant
Analysis of Principal Components (DAPC) (Jombart et al., 2010). This
method was employed using the R package Adegenet v.1.3.1 (Jombart
and Ahmed, 2011), in which the number of retained Principal Components (PC) was selected after performing cross-validation as suggested by the developers. Group priors were not speciﬁed and were
instead estimated by the K-means clustering of PC to identify groups of
individuals. Similarly to STRUCTURE, we run K-means clustering with
diﬀerent numbers of clusters, each of which gives rise to a statistical
model and an associated likelihood. We used BIC to assess the best
supported model and therefore the number and nature of clusters.
2.4. Species distribution modeling and niche similarity analyses
2.4.1. Dataset assembly
Presence only datasets for the following species and identiﬁed
lineages (see Sections 3.1 and 3.2) were prepared: (1) P. levendis, (2) P.
peloponnesiacus, (3) P. peloponnesiacus W. Peloponnisos, (4) P. peloponnesiacus E. Peloponnisos, (5) P. cretensis, (6) P. cretensis from the
westernmost part of its distribution (W. Crete) and (7) P. cretensis from
Crete’s eastern satellite islets (E. Islets). All the presence points used in
the analyses were extracted from the NHMC collections database and
ranged from 34 in P. levendis to 166 in P. peloponneisacus. The exact
count of points for each species/lineage is given in Table S4.

2.4.3. Niche similarity
Niche similarity was calculated using the metrics and approach
proposed by Warren et al. (2008). Both Schoener’s D and Hellinger I
indices, ranging from 0 to 1, were calculated among the studied taxa
using the ENMtools (Warren et al., 2011). Values with ranges from 0 to
0.2 correspond to “no or limited” niche overlap, 0.2–0.4 correspond to
“low” overlap, 0.4–0.6 correspond to “moderate” overlap, 0.6–0.8
correspond to “high” overlap and 0.8–1.0 correspond to “very high”
overlap (Rodder and Engler, 2011).

2.4.2. Species distribution modeling
The combination of algorithms, biophysical variables and species
distribution data establish complex mathematical relationships. Species
Distribution Modeling can be used to estimate the potential distribution
of certain species, the probability of occurrence under the studied
conditions and the combination of them with other analyses in order to
provide answers to certain questions (Soberon and Nakamura, 2009)
such as the presence or absence of a taxon from a certain locality which
is otherwise unexplained.
To calculate the models we used the Maximum Entropy method

3. Results
3.1. Phylogenetic reconstruction, divergence time estimation, species
delimitation & biogeographic analysis
Regarding the mtDNA dataset, a total of 918 base pairs (bp) were
obtained (cyt b 412 bp and 16S rRNA 506). Out of the 412 sites comprising the cyt b sequences, 113 were variable when examining the
complete dataset, 92 when the outgroup was excluded. For the 16S
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rRNA sequences, the corresponding numbers were 50 and 45 sites, respectively. Accordingly, a total of 3734 bp were obtained from the
nuDNA markers (MC1R 662 bp, Pod15b 528 bp, Pod55 411 bp, RAG1
983 bp, NKTR 590 and UBN1 560 bp). In MC1R, 19 sites were variable
when examining the complete dataset and 17 when excluding the
outgroup. The corresponding numbers for Pod15b were 20 and 18 sites,
for Podd55 10 and 8 sites, for RAG1 18 and 17 sites, for NKTR 16 and
11 sites and for UBN1 22 and 15 sites.
Uncorrected pairwise genetic distances (p-distances) for the mtDNA
loci ranged from 0 to 14.9% for cyt b and from 0 to 7.2% for 16S rRNA.
For the nuDNA loci sequence divergence varied from 0 to 1.2% for
MC1R, from 0 to 2.4% for Pod15b, from 0 to 1.2% for Pod55, from 0 to
1.1% for RAG1, from 0 to 1.7% for NKTR and from 0 to 2% for UBN1.
The mean genetic distances among the major lineages, as revealed by
the phylogenetic analyses, for each locus are given in Table 1, whereas
the pairwise genetic distances are given in Tables S6, S7 & S8.
The best - ﬁt partitioning scheme for each downstream analysis, as
well as the selected nucleotide substitution models are presented in
Table S9.
Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference analyses produced
fairly similar topologies for all three examined datasets (Figs. 2, S1 &
S2). However, diﬀerent levels of resolution were reached (i.e., trees
with distinct branch support values within the major lineages) between
the diﬀerent analyses and/or datasets. BI analysis of the mtDNA dataset
was the one with the highest resolution. The monophyly of both P. levendis and P. cretensis is well supported by all analyses and datasets,
while the monophyly of P. peloponnesiacus is only supported by the
analyses performed with the combined dataset. Within P. cretensis,
three additional, well supported, clades were recovered when analysing
either the mtDNA or the combined dataset. Two of the clades contain
individuals originating from western Crete (W. Crete 1, W. Crete 2)
while the remaining clade corresponds to individuals from the eastern
satellite islets of Crete (E. Islets) (Fig. 2). However, when analysing the
nuDNA dataset, none of the three clades was statistically supported.
Furthermore, two distinct subclades were recovered within P. peloponnesiacus, which correspond to the western and the eastern regions of
Peloponnisos (W. & E. Peloponnisos) and whose monophyly is very well
supported in all three datasets. However, the relationships between the
three focal species remain unclear in all cases.
In the chronophylogenetic analyses on the combined dataset, the
model comparison based on AICM favoured the relaxed molecular clock
(AICM = 29,005.557) model versus the strict clock model
(AICM = 32,309.156). According to the results of the chronophylogenetic analysis (Fig. 2), the divergence of the P. levendis and P.
peloponnesiacus lineages started approximately 2.47 Mya in the late
Pliocene/early Pleistocene. Intraspeciﬁc diversiﬁcation was estimated
around 1.86 Mya for P. peloponnesiacus, 210 Kya for P. cretensis and 40
Kya for P. levendis. It is worth mentioning that similar results were
obtained when only nuDNA dataset was used (the divergence of P. levendis and P. peloponnesiacus at 2.27 Mya, and the intraspeciﬁc diversiﬁcation of P. peloponnesiacus at 1.86 Mya). However, in this dataset, the AICM favoured the strict clock model (AICM = 30,265.213)
versus the relaxed one (AICM = 36,595.557).
The species tree resulting from StarBEAST2 (Fig. 2) based on the
combined dataset is topologically similar with the Bayesian tree obtained from the same dataset. Speciﬁcally, the monophyly of the focal
species group is very well supported [posterior probability (pp) = 1.00]
and the same applies for P. cretensis and P. levendis individually
(pp = 1.00 in both cases). On the contrary, the monophyly of P. peloponnesiacus is not strongly supported (pp = 0.93) although the two
aforementioned subclades of P. peloponnesiacus were also recovered (P.
peloponnesiacus W.: pp = 1.00, P. peloponnesiacus E.: pp = 1.00). Regarding the intraspeciﬁc relationships of P. cretensis, only the subclade
of E. Islets (pp = 0.97) was statistically supported. The corresponding
species tree based on the nuDNA dataset is also similar with the one
from the combined dataset. The only diﬀerence is that none of the

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

6
5
4
3
2
1
Clade

Table 1
Genetic p-distances of the cyt b/16S rRNA (below diagonal–left) and MC1R/Pod15b/Pod55/RAG1/NKTR/UBN1 (above diagonal–right) sequences among the major clades.
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Fig. 2. Phylogeny, species delimitation and temporal and geographic aspects of the P. cretensis species group diversiﬁcation. Left: Bayesian Inference tree based on
the concatenated (mtDNA & nuDNA) dataset. The posterior probabilities (> 0.95) and bootstrap support (> 50%) of both the phylogenetic methods used are given
on top of the branches. No values or dashes means low statistical support and asterisks indicate absolute support by both methods (ML/BI). Pie diagrams at nodes
indicate probability of various ancestral area combinations from the LAGRANGE analysis and the most probable event route is given underneath each one of these
nodes. The caret symbol (^) indicates an event of migration while the vertical bar (|) indicates a vicariant event. The scale bar represents the estimated number of
nucleotide substitutions per site. Right: The resulted calibrated starBEAST2 species tree of the chronophylogenetic analysis based on the combined dataset. The
calibration point (C.P.) as well as the calculated node ages of the major nodes and their respective credible intervals [95% HPD] are given underneath each of these
nodes. The lined frames represent distinct entities based on both the BPP and STACEY analyses. Asterisks indicate a p.p. value equal to 1. The scale bar represents the
estimated number of nucleotide substitutions per site.

that the MCMC scheme is ﬁnding two clustering solutions with equally
high posterior probability i.e., equally likely solutions. This can be the
result of diﬃculties in the search for the possible membership coeﬃcients space or of true biological factors (Jakobsson and Rosenberg,
2007). The two equally probable modes that were derived from the
highest level of hierarchical analysis in STRUCTURE (i.e., Mode1 &
Mode2), are depicted in Figs. 3 & S3, respectively. At this level K = 4
was the most probable number of clusters. Speciﬁcally, Mode1 consisted of the clusters: (1) P. cretensis from eastern islets of Crete (E.
Islets), (2) P. cretensis from western Crete (W. Crete), (3) P. peloponnesiacus and (4) P. levendis, while Mode2 supported the existence of the
following clusters: (1) P. cretensis E. Islets, (2) P. cretensis W. Crete, (3)
P. peloponnesiacus W. Peloponnisos and (4) P. peloponnesiacus S. Peloponnisos coupled with P. levendis. From the analyzed individuals, 82%
were assigned to their respective clusters that reﬂected their geographic
origin, with probability equal or higher than 90%, while only 6.5% of
the individuals had probabilities lower than 70% for Mode1, while for
Mode2 the corresponding numbers were 75.5% and 9.9% respectively.
A second level of hierarchical structuring was carried out for each of
the inferred clusters of the ﬁrst level of analysis, using only individuals
which were assigned to each cluster with high membership coeﬃcient
values (Q ≥ 90%). In order to have ‘pure’ clusters to proceed with the
hierarchical clustering approach, a threshold of 0.9 was selected in an
attempt to acquire less admixed individuals within clusters or/and individuals with more accurate assignment. At the second level of hierarchical structuring, both modes presented further population subdivision and supported the discrimination of the P. peloponnesiacus
populations into two geographically distinct clusters. Indications for
additional population structure within the inferred clusters of P. cretensis E. Islets and P. cretensis W. Crete were also supported (with
K = 3–5 and K = 2–4 respectively depending on the mode selected),
though not corresponding to geographically distinct groups, while
genuine multimodality issues also occurred. Within P. levendis, there
were indications (i.e., when analysing one of the two modes) for two

subclades of the P. cretensis were statistically supported.
As for the species delimitation results, in both approaches, the
model with the highest posterior probability indicated that there are 4
species present within the P. cretensis species group, 5 when considering
the outgroup. Speciﬁcally, P. levendis and P. cretensis are considered to
be single species, whereas P. peloponnesiacus seems to contain two
species, which is consistent with the two subclades recovered from all
previous phylogenetic analyses. In the BPP analysis, the 5-species
scheme had the highest posterior probability equal to 0.92 with the
second best being the one with 6 species and posterior probability equal
to 0.06. All ﬁve species were strongly supported with posterior probabilities ranging from 0.95 to 1.00. In STACEY, the model comparison
based on AICM simulation ranked the strict model (AICM = 19,893.76)
over the Relaxed one (AICM = 20,236.945). The scheme with the
highest posterior probability (p.p. = 0.90) was again the one with 4
species (5 when considering the outgroup).
Finally, the biogeographic reconstruction for the 4 major nodes is
presented in Fig. 2. The ancestor of the ingroup was reconstructed to
have been located in Pori, the entire area of Peloponnisos and western
Crete. It is worth mentioning that similar results were obtained when
only the nuDNA dataset was used (results not shown).
3.2. Microsatellite genotyping, population structure & demographic analysis
Thirteen out of the seventeen microsatellite loci ampliﬁed were
deemed suitable for downstream analyses in the present study, while
the remaining four either could not be successfully genotyped (Pod3,
Pb47 and Pb50) or were monomorphic (Pod1A). Specimens for which
less than 10 loci were genotyped, were not included in the ﬁnal dataset.
Therefore, a total of 233 out of 281 specimens were used for the analyses.
At the ﬁrst hierarchical level of STRUCTURE analysis, runs across
the selected K were variable even when longer runs and longer burn-in
periods were used, with ln Pr(X|K) appearing to be bimodal, indicating
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Fig. 3. A: The estimated population structure of the P. cretensis species group after two steps of the hierarchical STRUCTURE analysis using microsatellites for all the
data. Every individual is represented by a thin vertical line that consist of K number of colors. The Q value corresponds to the percentage of estimated assignment of
the individual to each one of the K clusters. The dashed lines show the process of this hierarchical approach, in which subgroups of data are analyzed subsequently
(Mode 1). B: Contingency table produced by the DAPC analysis. Rows correspond to groups formed based on the lineages present in the mtDNA tree, while columns
correspond to inferred groups. The size of the squares is proportional to the number of individuals.

temperature seasonality and mean diurnal range were the most signiﬁcant for P. peloponnesiacus and P. cretensis while mean diurnal range,
mean annual temperature and precipitation of driest month were the
most important for P. levendis. For each lineage the most prominent
parameters were identiﬁed as follows: isothermality, mean diurnal
range and temperature seasonality for P. peloponnesiacus E.
Peloponnisos, and W. Peloponnisos, temperature annual range,
minimum temperature of the coldest month and isothermality for P.
cretensis E. Islets lineage and temperature seasonality, precipitation of
driest month and isothermality for P. cretensis W. Crete (see Table S12
for percent contribution and permutation importance for all bioclimatic
variables). It is worth mentioning that for P. levendis, due to the low
number of records and despite the high statistical accuracy obtained in
this study, the results are indicative and further data are needed in
order to reach solid conclusions.
Pairwise comparison of niche similarity between the studied taxa
indicated “no or limited” to “low” niche overlap, in all cases except
between the two lineages of P. peloponnesiacus (Table S13) which
showed high niche overlap with one another for both D & Is.

clusters, one containing the individuals from the islet of Pori while the
other the individuals from the islet of Poreti. However, since only two
specimens from Poreti were used in the analysis, this further substructuring was considered ambiguous.
Following the BIC proposed in Adegenet, the optimal number of
clusters for describing the analyzed microsatellite data was K = 5 (Fig.
S4). All individuals were clearly assigned to the ﬁve following groups:
(1) P. cretensis W. Crete, (2) P. cretensis E. Islets, (3) P. peloponnesiacus
W. Peloponnisos, (4) P. peloponnesiacus E. Peloponnisos and (5) P. levendis that coincide with the results of STRUCTURE analysis. The correspondence of population structure analyses to phylogenetic analyses
was high with the only diﬀerence that of the two W. Crete phylogenetic
clades that were not retrieved in any of the population structure analyses. DAPC analysis results are presented in Fig. S5.
All FST values assessed by the estimator θ, were statistically signiﬁcant (at α = 0.01) and ranged between 0.038 (P. cretensis E. Islets P.cretensis W. Crete) and 0.225 (P. levendis – P. peloponnesiacus W.
Peloponnisos) (Table S10). All groups deviated from HWΕ for the majority of the loci due to heterozygote deﬁcit. High mean heterozygosity
per group was observed, ranging from Hobs = 0.5597 for P. peloponnesiacus E. Peloponnisos to Hobs = 0.7180 for P. cretensis W. Crete (Table
S11).

4. Discussion
Elucidating the evolutionary history of a group of species over a
large temporal scale requires a robust phylogenetic tree and solid divergence time estimations. These are necessary in order to infer the
group’s phylogeographic history, as well as applying genetic and demographic analyses at the interspeciﬁc level in order to explain its
current distribution and population structure. Especially in an area such
as the Aegean with its complex paleogeographic history, it is important
to seek information from several diﬀerent approaches.

3.3. Species distribution modeling and niche similarity
Almost all model outputs showed a potential distribution of the
studied group close to the actual one (Figs. 4 & S6). However, the
models corresponding to the individual lineages of P. peloponnesiacus
and P. cretensis performed diﬀerently. In the ﬁrst case, there was an
overlap between the two lineages while in the latter, the model was
consistent with the actual distribution of the lineages of the species with
almost no overlap between the two lineages (i.e., West Crete and East
Crete lineages).
Test AUC values for almost all models were above 0.9, indicating
high accuracy. Only for P. peloponnesiacus lineages (W. Peloponnisos
and E. Peloponnisos), the test AUC values were 0.81 and 0.88 respectively (Fig. S7). Jackknife results are presented in Fig. S8. The environmental parameters with the highest impact diﬀered between the
analyzed species and/or lineages. At the species level, isothermality,

4.1. Phylogenetic relationships and taxonomic re-evaluation of P. Cretensis
species group
When examining the mtDNA and the nuDNA markers separately
(Figs. S1 & S2), it becomes apparent that although both phylogenetic
trees have identical topology, their support values are diﬀerent. MtDNA
tree displays signiﬁcant support for the within P. cretensis lineages,
whereas the support of those lineages is not statistically signiﬁcant for
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Fig. 4. Potential distribution of the studied species/lineages. A: P. cretensis, B: P. cretensis E. Islets, C: P. cretensis W. Crete, D: P. peloponnesiacus, E: P. peloponnesiacus
W. Peloponnisos, F: P. peloponnesiacus E. Peloponnisos and G: P. levendis. The projections correspond to current conditions.

mitochondrial lineages correspond to a single nuclear lineage have also
be found in the Iberian P. hispanicus complex (Kaliontzopoulou et al.,
2011 and references therein). Furthermore, when nuclear markers with
higher mutation rates are employed (i.e., microsatellite loci), the discrimination of two lineages within P. cretensis, one distributed in the
western part of the island and one to the eastern islets, is evident.
In concordance with the species tree estimation, species delimitation analyses clearly support the existence of four species in the P.
cretensis species group. Two of these species coincide with the currently
recognized P. cretensis and P. levendis, whereas the other two species
correspond to two lineages of P. peloponnesiacus. Although there seems
to be minimal ecological diﬀerentiation between the two P. peloponnesiacus lineages, their genetic distances are similar to species-level
distances observed within the genus Podarcis (Table 1, Psonis et al.,

the nuDNA tree. Although this topology persists in the tree produced by
the phylogenetic analyses on the concatenated dataset (mtDNA and
nuDNA), the species tree based on the combined dataset, supported a
topology similar to the topology produced by the nuDNA dataset
probably indicating that the former is mostly driven by mtDNA information.
The most parsimonious hypothesis regarding the existence of the
three mitochondrial lineages within the island of Crete involves the
existence of multiple mitochondrial haplotypes present in the area of
Crete that could be attributed to the faster substitution rate of mtDNA
in respect to the nuclear genes sequenced in this study. This, in combination to the smaller eﬀective population size of the mtDNA provides
a fertile ground for random genetic drift and incomplete lineage sorting
to act upon. A similar case of mitonuclear pattern in which multiple
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regions (Crete, Peloponnisos, Pori) leading to the three major clades of
the phylogenetic tree (P. cretensis, P. pelonnesiacus and P. levendis).
Based on the paleogeographic history of the island and the results of
the present study, we hypothesize that the western populations, which
had colonized Crete coming from the northwest prior to its isolation
from Peloponnisos, expanded their distribution towards the eastern part
of the island, when those were one united landmass (Dermitzakis,
1990b). Throughout the eustatic events of the Pleistocene, where most
of the Aegean islands were continuously reconnected and isolated with
each other and the mainland, Crete did not come in contact with any
nearby land masses due to the deep trenches of the Cretan sea (Schule,
1993). During this period, the eastern islets separated from the main
island where P. cretensis continued to inhabit them until today, but for
unknown reasons became extinct from the eastern part of the island of
Crete. This distinction into eastern and western populations is evident
when examining the microsatellite data and the mtDNA, while it is
absent when nuclear genes are analyzed. Regardless of the way the
species disappeared from eastern mainland Crete, there is still the
question of why this happened and what type of barrier is preventing
recolonization of the area. One plausible hypothesis is that the eastern
part of the island does not satisfy the ecological requirements of the
species. This notion is supported by the SDM analysis which indicates
that the eastern part of Crete is not suitable for either population.
However, further examination of the species’ ecology is required in
order to be able to deﬁnitely conclude which bioclimatic factors are
responsible for its’ current distribution. It should be noted that this
disjunct distribution is unique among all species of “herptiles” studied
in Crete (Kyriazi et al., 2013 and references therein; Sagonas et al.,
2014), even among those that share the same colonization route as P.
cretensis [Telescopus fallax (Kyriazi et al., 2013) and Pelophylax cretensis
(Lymberakis et al., 2007)].
Around the same time that Crete was permanently isolated from
mainland Greece, it seems that the island group of Pori also became
separated from Peloponnisos, leading to the lineage of P. levendis. The
neighboring islands of Kythira and Antikythira, which are located at a
small distance from the island group of Pori, are not inhabited by P.
levendis. Its absence in Kythira could be attributed to the islands’ submergence throughout the Pliocene (Meulenkamp, 1985), while for
Antikythira no informative explanation can be given. The SDM model
showed potential distribution in Antikythira isl., south Kythira isl. and
in the coastal area of central Crete (Rethymno area).
Peloponnisos became isolated from continental Greece approximately 3.5 Mya and remained as an island for about 2 million years
until the Pleistocene (Creutzburg, 1963; Dermitzakis, 1990a, b). The
populations of P. peloponnesiacus diverged from the rest of the P. cretensis species group with the separation of Crete and the island group of
Pori from Peloponnisos. Diversiﬁcation within the species was estimated at 1.86 Mya leading to the two aforementioned geographically
distinct clades, W. Peloponnisos and E. Peloponnisos. Similar discrimination into eastern and western lineages within the Peloponissos
region have also been found in the genus Lacerta (Sagonas et al., 2014).
Interestingly, the SDM analysis in this case, showed partial overlap
between the putative distributions of the two lineages despite there
being strong evidence for their isolation. However, this could be due to
the aforementioned limited number of usable presence points. Regarding the co-occurrence of the two lineages around the area of lake
Stymfalia and because there is no evidence of gene ﬂow between them,
we assume that this is a case of secondary conduct of previous isolated
populations.
Overall, the proposed phylogeographic scenario is in agreement
with a previous study by Poulakakis et al. (2005b). They suggested that
the species comprising the P. cretensis species group evolved from an
ancestral form that was distributed in the area of Peloponnisos, the
island group of Pori and Crete, when these regions were united into one
landmass and that a series of vicariant events, namely the separation of
Crete and the island group of Pori from Peloponnisos around 5–5.5

2017a), as well as in other members of the family Lacertidae [e.g. Lacerta (Sagonas et al., 2014) and Mesalina (Kapli et al., 2008)]. However,
this lack of ecological diﬀerentiation should be taken with a pinch grain
of salt, due to the lack of presence points that could be assigned with
certainty to one of the two lineages. It is also worth noting, that although these lineages are, in most part, geographically isolated, there is
at least one “contact zone” close to lake Stymfalia in northeast Peloponnisos (Fig. 1). Τhe existence of this zone, reinforces the idea that
there are probably two distinct species since there is no evidence of
gene ﬂow between these two lineages, as indicated by the microsatellite
data, even though they also occur in sympatry.
Regarding P. cretensis, one could argue that even though the species
delimitation analyses do not support its split into two species (East and
West), they could be considered as separate conservation units based on
both mtDNA and microsatellite data analyses. This is further supported
based on their distinct allopatric distribution, the reduced dispersal
abilities of the lizards, and the lack of gene ﬂow between these two
groups of populations, that diﬀer signiﬁcantly, as it is indicated by the
microsatellite data. Furthermore, there is no indication (excluding the
human aided dispersal) that this could change in the foreseeable future,
therefore it is expected that these two populations would continue to
diverge further apart. Diversiﬁcation in the populations’ ecological
preferences seems to have already begun as supported by the niche
similarity analysis results which indicated that the eastern and western
populations show no or limited niche overlap.
4.2. Population structure of the P. Cretensis species group
Observed heterozygosity within population clusters was lower than
expected for the majority of microsatellite loci, indicating genetic
structuring. This notion was further supported from the results of the
STRUCTURE and DAPC analysis, and the inferred population structure
within P. cretensis and P. peloponnesiacus.
Overall, both methods of population structure analysis obtained the
same 5 clusters within the P. cretensis species group, while clearly revealing further population division within P. cretensis and P. peloponnesiacus. The species of P. cretensis is discriminated into two clusters,
each geographically corresponding to either western or eastern Crete.
Lower hierarchical levels of analyses indicated further population
subdivision within each Cretan cluster, though, based on our present
data, those do not correspond to geographically distinct groups. Within
the eastern cluster, the probable number of population subdivisions
may relate to the diﬀerent islets or islet groups occupied by the species,
while the implied sub-structuring within the western populations could
be attributed to the complex geomorphology and geological history of
the island.
In contrast with the unclear genetic structuring within the two P.
cretensis clusters based on microsatellite loci, the individuals of P. peloponnesiacus were unequivocally assigned to two geographically distinct clusters; W. and E. Peloponnisos. Remarkably, the aforementioned
results coincide with the two phylogenetic clades of P. peloponnesiacus,
strongly supporting the discrimination of the P. peloponnesiacus populations into two divergent groups, rendering reevaluation of the species
current taxonomic status indispensable.
In the case of the P. levendis cluster, the isolated islets of Pori and
Poreti may have created sub-structuring within the species and therefore could be responsible for the estimated heterozygote deﬁciency.
However, since only two specimens from Poreti were used in the analysis, this proposition cannot be supported and other alternatives
should be taken into consideration.
4.3. Phylogeographic patterns
In general, it seems that the biogeographical history of the P. cretensis species group in the region is mainly the result of recurring vicariance events, such as the vicariant isolation of the three major
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Mya, led to the diversiﬁcation of the three distinct lineages which
correspond to the taxa recognized today as P. cretensis, P. levendis and P.
peloponnesiacus. Adding to that pre-existing scenario, we also hypothesize that an ancestral form of the two P. cretensis lineages seen
today, was initially distributed throughout Crete and its satellite islets
that were still connected at this point in time. The separation of the
eastern islets from mainland Crete and the extinction of the taxon from
the eastern part of the island led to the populations observed today.
Furthermore, the ancestral form of the two P. peloponnesiacus lineages
observed today was probably distributed throughout Peloponnisos and
was subdivided into two populations by a vicarianistic event around
1.89 Mya.
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4.4. Conclusions
In conclusion, the present study highlights the fact that the lizards of
the genus Podarcis can be considered as a model species with their
evolutionary past reﬂecting the history of the areas in which they are
distributed thus shedding light to the interplay of paleogeography,
environment and selection that has shaped the genetic diversity we see
today. Lizards of the genus Podarcis as well as other taxa with similar
dispersal abilities and limitations, are highly impacted not only by the
geological history of the area that they inhabit where isolation (e.g. in
the case of P. peloponnesiacus) and insularity (e.g. in the cases of P.
cretensis and P. levendis) play an important role in speciation, but also by
the current environmental conditions that maintain the generated genetic distinction. Extensive sampling both in terms of samples and
markers analyzed is needed when designing similar studies combined
with multilateral analysis methods as to obtain the clearest possible
view of the issue in question.
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